
EXTENDED WEEKEND

GASTROCALENDAR

THE STAY NOT ONLY FOR ELDERLY 

INFINIT MAXIMUS SUMMER SALE
Even more summer in Infinit Maximus. Each of your 180 minutes visit will be topped up with extra 60 minutes of 

relaxation. In so much time, you can visit our saunas and rituals and also enjoy a sunny day. You can keep collecting 

“suns” when visiting before 3 p.m. (Mon – Fri), same as the previous years, and your eleventh entry will be a free gift for 

you from us. 

One can enjoy a nice relaxation in any age and that is why we have introduced a new stay package 

for elderly, which includes half board for each stay day and Infinit Maximus wellness entry for 90 minutes. 

Infinit massage – 10 minutes of relaxing foot bath and 25 minutes of overall massage - will be anther 

pleasure for you. Should you be interested in more action, we can lend you Nordic Walking poles for free 

and you can get familiar with nature beauty in the hotel surroundings. For more information and reserva-

tion, please visit https://www.maximus-resort.cz/balicky/pobyt-nejen-pro-seniory/. 

Within our gastronomic calendar, you can try and taste one of the most popular cuisines in the world that 

have inspired many others - Italian. The chef and his team have prepared for you the traditional Minestro-

ne soup, Jamón Serrano with honey melon as a starter and, according to your selection, either Ravioli 

filled with salmon and ricotta or Veal ossobuco with saffron risotto as a main course. Tiramisu dessert is the 

sweet ending. 

The menu is served until the 31st of July, always from 17:00 until 22:30. You can reserve your seat in the 

restaurant via M: +420 603 459 172 nebo E: restaurace@maximus-resort.cz.

Have you already planned for the public holidays on the 5th and 6th July? If not, we would recommend 
you to recharge in the nature and to spend the extended weekend in the Maximus Resort. The weather 
forecast seems to be favourable, so you can explore the surroundings of Brno dam, either on foot or 
riding a bicycle or a trendy scooter, which we will happily lend you. After such activities, you can treat 
yourselves with delicious food in our restaurant and in the evening, you can relax in the beautiful Infinit 
Maximus that has a unique atmosphere at dark. Selection of packages and their reservation is available 
here: https://www.maximus-resort.cz/en/balicky/.


